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Abstract 
 
This curriculum was developed to help teachers implement blended learning models into a unit 
on geometric solids. The curriculum incorporates group discussions, hands-on activities and 
virtual manipulatives to develop student’s conceptual understanding and mathematical reasoning. 
The materials are aligned with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and intended for a 
Non-Regents Geometry course. 
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Introduction 
 
One goal in mathematics education is for teachers to instruct so students can develop 
conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and mathematical reasoning. The other, more 
important goal, is for students to be able to transfer their learning. Learning can be defined as 
“the acquisition of knowledge or skills through experience, study, or by being taught” 
(“Learning”, n.d.). This allows for students to advance their knowledge and apply it to new 
mathematical inquiries. However, maintaining student engagement in mathematics classes is an 
immense obstacle to some educators hoping to achieve these goals. A potential cause of this 
could be the traditional teacher-centered classroom.  
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has “encouraged educators to 
place a great emphasis on student-centered learning strategies and students’ independent 
investigation of mathematical ideas” (Clark, 2015, p. 93). When this is done, the role of teachers 
shifts from being transmitters of knowledge towards facilitators of knowledge. One strategy 
presented in student centered classrooms is to incorporate a blended learning model. Blended 
learning utilizes the combinations of multiple teaching models by combining traditional teaching 
methods with the use of technology outside of the classroom. This educational process integrates 
traditional instruction, with technological resources to create a more student-centered learning 
environment. Blended learning is both dynamic and personalized, in which students are 
consistently interacting with the material and can work at their own pace, and review the content 
as much as they see fit (Alonso, Lopez, Manrique & Vines, 2005, p. 232). Lin, Tseng and Chiang 
found that blended learning resulted in students experiencing “…a more positive attitude towards 
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mathematics, more enjoyment of mathematics, and more motivation to do mathematics…” 
(2016, p. 763). 
Research has validated the improvement of student attitudes in blended learning models 
(Lin, Tseng, Chiang, 2016, p. 763). Yet, there are limited resources for teachers that both align to 
the newly implemented Common Core State Standards (CCSS) that fit the blended learning 
model, especially in units where formulas and equations are the basis of the material. In 
particular, geometry students traditionally learn the formulas for surface areas and volumes of 
solids, without developing an understanding of where the formulas are derived from or why they 
work.  
Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to develop curriculum materials teachers can use to 
implement a blended learning model in teaching a unit on surface area and volumes of solids. In 
this unit, students are traditionally taught the formulas and then how to apply them to various 
problems presented. This unit is aligned with the Common Core State Standards and incorporate 
the Standards for Mathematical Practice to increase student engagement in mathematics through 
the use of blended learning techniques and student discovery. The curriculum is developed for 
secondary mathematics teachers and provides resources to aid teachers in the implementation of 
the unit. 
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Literature Review 
Blended Learning 
 Blended learning can be defined as a model that “combines online delivery of educational 
content with the best features of classroom interaction and live instruction to personalize 
learning, allow thoughtful reflection, and differentiate instruction from student to student across 
a diverse group of learners” (Watson, 2008, p. 4). Blended learning models include, but are not 
limited to, flipped classrooms, station rotation models, enriched virtual models and flex models 
(Staker & Horn, 2012, p. 2). This model utilizes the combinations of multiple teaching models 
by combining traditional teaching methods with the use of technology outside of the classroom. 
This educational process integrates traditional instruction, which are typically teacher-centered, 
with technological resources, such as media streaming, videos and Internet activities to create a 
more student-centered learning environment. Blended learning serves to increase student 
engagement with material and to improve effectiveness and efficiency in the classroom. Through 
this model, classrooms undergo a transformation from teacher-centered to student-centered 
instruction, in which the teacher becomes a facilitator and interactions amongst students and their 
peers increase significantly (Watson, 2008, p. 5). Blended learning models can take many 
different forms that vary from classroom to classroom to meet the needs of students.  
Blended learning has become increasingly popular in mathematics education due to its 
ability to further individualize instruction by providing students the opportunity to work at their 
own pace and have an active role in their learning (Lin, Tseng, Chiang, 2016, p. 745). The 
technological piece of blended learning utilizes interactive pieces in both instruction and in 
remediation. This form of learning allows teachers to personalize instruction to meet the various 
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learning styles present in their classrooms (Acelajado, p. 342). In many blended learning models, 
such as flipped learning classrooms, students often watched videos or used other media resources 
as instructional pieces outside of the classroom, which allows ample time for activities, hands-on 
projects and applications when in class, as well as necessary teacher intervention. Blended 
learning is both dynamic and personalized, in which students are consistently interacting with the 
material and can work at their own pace, and review the content as much as they see fit (Alonso, 
Lopez, Manrique & Vines, 2005, p. 232). Learning is a continual and by beginning instruction 
outside of class, students are given the opportunity to deepen their understanding and engage 
with the content when they enter the classroom.  
 Numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of blended learning, as 
opposed to traditional teaching methods, on student success in the mathematics classroom 
(Baum, 2013; Bottge et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016). Through these studies, researchers have 
concluded that blended learning not only advances student achievement in mathematics, but also 
increases student efficacy and leads to improved attitudes towards the content area. In a study 
conducted with junior high mathematics students, Lin, Tseng and Chiang found that blended 
learning resulted in students experiencing “…a more positive attitude towards mathematics, 
more enjoyment of mathematics, and more motivation to do mathematics…” (2016, p. 763). This 
improvement in student attitude in many cases has been attributed to their ability to engage with 
material in a novel way and in the capability to work at their own pace and refer back to 
instructional materials as often as necessary. Student confidence in their mathematics was 
strengthened due to their ability to work independently and better understand the material before 
beginning a new lesson.  
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Bottge et al. (2014) also provided evidence that students who participated in enhanced 
anchored instruction- their blended learning instruction- outscored students completing similar 
curriculum, but in a “business as usual” classroom environment (p. 423). These students also 
showed positive impacts on their curriculum-based problem-solving skills, a measure highly 
emphasized by the NCTM. Bottge et al. (2014) concluded that results were accredited to the 
increased usage of hands-on problems to “immerse students directly in content-rich, relatively 
complex, and stimulating learning activities” (p. 434).  
Baum (2013), implemented blended learning to aid in reducing student reluctance towards 
a guided inquiry learning classroom. They concluded presentations used outside of class 
introduced students to basic definitions, described important models and reviewed key concepts 
that would be applicable in upcoming classroom discussions. Then during class, students 
completed activities in which they built upon their prior knowledge and engaged in “cognitively 
challenging” group activities (Baum, 2013, p. 28). In this situation, the teacher serves as a 
facilitator guides students towards figuring out the information themselves. Baum’s (2013) study 
revealed students were highly engaged in the course, maintained the increased performance 
found in guided inquiry learning scenarios, and most students came to class fully prepared and 
with completed homework (p. 29). Students reflected that they worked hard to meet expectations 
and recognized connections between the course and their everyday lives. 
Furthermore, a commonality between each of these studies on the impacts of blended 
learning noted that in this unique learning environment, students displayed enhanced 
relationships with their peers. This was due to the necessity to share resources and collaborate 
with one another (Acelajado, p. 350). Blended learning models also allowed students to facilitate 
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their learning and participate in content based group discussions. In the end, students 
communication increased which allowed them to share their experiences and present their 
opinions (Lin, Tseng, Chiang, 2016, p. 273). 
Flipped Classroom Model 
 A flipped classroom is a blended learning model in which the traditional classroom roles 
become reversed--what is traditionally done in the classroom is done at home and vice versa.  
The students watch videos created by the teacher or other online instructional tools to learn 
content while at home and prepare notes and questions for class. In turn, class time is used to 
“work through problems, advance concepts, and engage in collaborative learning” (Tucker, 
2012, p. 82). The mode of content delivery becomes online resources and students take more 
responsibility for their own learning, including the pace at which they work through notes. This 
allows more time in class to “engage students by means of other learning activities such as 
discussion, solving problems proposed by the students, hands-on activities, and guidance” 
(Akcayir & Akcayir, 2018, p. 334). The flipped learning classroom incorporates flexibility of 
learning and a transition into a student centered approach, while developing cognitive 
understanding for students and allowing the teacher to continuously observe students (Ozdamli 
& Asiksoy, 2016, p. 100). 
 Student and teacher roles in a flipped classroom vary from their traditional roles. In a 
flipped classroom model, the role of the teacher prior to class time includes creating interactive 
content and individualizing learning for their students. During class time, they are responsible for  
creating a learning environment based on questioning, guiding students in their learning, 
correcting misconceptions and regularly providing feedback. Students take responsibility for 
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their own learning, participate in both class discussions and group problem solving, and prepare 
themselves for class (Ozdamli & Asiksoy, 2016, p. 101). 
 Flipped learning environments come with many advantages, as well as some challenges. 
One of the most significant advantages of a flipped classroom is the increase in the efficiency of 
the time used in class. Class time can be used to solve problem sets and work on engaging 
projects, while also allowing time to clarify misunderstandings and help students who need 
support (Walne, 2012, p. 4). Additionally, flipped classrooms give teachers the capability for 
differentiation. By students using their time outside of class to watch instructional content, there 
is more flexibility than a traditional classroom. Students can “learn anytime and anywhere,'' as 
well as move at their own pace and individualize their learning experience (Akcayir & Akcayir, 
2018, p. 339). With this flexibility, teachers can spend more time with students who have been 
struggling and can get a better gauge of student understanding, and those students who excel 
have more freedom to work autonomously (Tucker, 2012, p. 82). In an analysis of studies 
performed on classrooms using this model, it was found that a flipped learning environment 
improves learning performance for students, stimulates student creativity, enhances student 
satisfaction and increases their level of engagement (Akcayir & Akcayir, 2018, p. 338). Some 
challenges that can occur in a flipped classroom are that it takes more preparation for teachers to 
make the videos for online delivery of content and some students may come to class unprepared 
(Ozdamli & Asiksoy, 2016, p. 103). 
Station Rotation Model 
 Station rotation is another model used in blended learning environments. In this model, 
“students rotate on a fixed schedule or at the teacher’s discretion among classroom-based 
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learning modalities. The rotation includes at least one station for online learning” (Staker & 
Horn, 2012, p. 8). The other stations can include a variety of activities, such as small-group 
instruction, group projects and problem solving assignments. Some station rotation models also 
involve large group instruction to begin the class period. 
 An advantage to a station rotation model is that it gives teachers more opportunities to 
reorganize the structure of class and give students new ways to interact with the content. 
Additionally, in this model, teachers have the ability to work with small groups of students and 
help students who may be having difficulty (Walne, 2012, p. 4). Station rotations allow project-
based learning and online-learning to play integral roles in student engagement with content. 
Virtual Manipulatives 
The use of interactive visual models, such as virtual manipulatives, has been shown to 
benefit students with limited learning abilities in a mathematics classroom (Shin et al., 2017, 
p.148). Manipulatives allow students to make sense of various representations that are applicable 
in both algebra and geometry (Safi & Desai, 2017, p. 488). These resources can be used to teach 
new concepts or as interactive activities in either guided practice or individualized instruction 
(Shin et al., 2017, p. 149). The virtual manipulatives provide aid to students in visualizing 
concepts and allow students to interact with the material, while giving the teacher the capability 
to scaffold content. By providing the visual aids to students, they can more readily focus on 
forming mathematical connections (Shin et al., 2017, p. 149). Studies have shown an 
improvement in students’ abilities to effectively work through word problems after utilizing 
virtual manipulatives during instruction (Shin et al., 2017, p.149). Furthermore, the use of virtual 
manipulatives allows students to work at their own pace and engage in their own learning (Shin 
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et al., 2017, p. 151). Studies have shown links between the use of virtual manipulatives and 
increases in both student engagement and academic achievement in mathematics concepts (Shin 
et al., 2017, p. 152). According to Safi and Desai, “The power of mathematics relies on the 
strength of each representation while illuminating the various connections that relate the visual, 
symbolic, verbal, contextual, and physical forms” (2017, p. 491). Through virtual manipulatives, 
students are given the opportunity to see these connections and build their understanding. 
Khan Academy 
 Khan Academy has become an invaluable resource for teachers and students in blended 
learning classrooms. This interactive online program integrates instructional videos and practice 
problem sets, as well as a discussion board to aid students in their development and 
understanding of content knowledge. Khan Academy can be utilized as a tool both in and out of 
the classroom to aid in instruction, and teachers can analyze the data collected by the program to 
drive future lessons. The database was created following Bloom’s theory of mastery learning, 
which is defined as “the process of planning more personalized small-group instruction based on 
student progress data” (Cargile, 2015, p. 36). The detailed data gathered presents teachers with 
formative data that can be used to focus individual instruction on student needs. Furthermore, the 
data collected is aligned with the CCSS for Mathematics and can give teachers further insight 
into student progress in accordance with learning objectives (Cargile, 2015, p. 35). Khan 
Academy has shown to be a beneficial tool in blended learning classrooms due to the ability for 
teachers to individualize instructions and effectively use class time for problem-solving 
activities. Teachers can optimize class time by using the program’s data to group students based 
on their strengths and weaknesses, which allows for proper remediation as necessary. Lastly, 
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Khan Academy rewards students with points and badges for participating, as opposed to 
achieving higher performances on problems (Cargile, 2015, p. 35). This shifts the focus away 
towards effort and boosts students’ willingness to try. Bloom’s theory of mastery learning has 
shown increased student achievement and positive attitudes towards mathematics and provides a 
strong foundation for a program such as Khan Academy to elevate a blended learning classroom. 
Student Motivation 
Student perception of performance and their self-concept are influential in student 
motivation in a mathematics course. Student motivation can be improved through “providing 
individual support to students” and connecting the material to their real day-to-day lives 
(Aeschlimann, Herzog & Makarova, 2016, p. 33). Through research conducted by Aeschlimann 
and colleagues, they found that students’ self-concept and thoughts of academic achievement in 
STEM classes “influenced the intrinsic value of those subjects more strongly than the students’ 
actual academic achievements” (Aeschlimann, Herzog & Makarova, 2016, p. 38). Furthermore, 
the researchers found that “good teaching practice” was a strong indicator of student motivation 
and achievement as well (Aeschlimann, Herzog & Makarova, 2016, p. 38). Researchers have 
also found that “teacher-provided autonomy support predicted changes in students’ motivation 
and that these observed changes in motivation in turn predicted subsequent changes in 
engagement” (Reeve & Lee, 2014, p. 527). It was also determined that changes in student 
motivation early in a course reflected teacher activity, while changes later in the course were due 
to student activity. The tie between engagement and motivation in mathematics is often 
attributed to the students’ efficacy and confidence in their ability to learn the material. The 
authors define four types of engagement displayed in the classroom: behavioral engagement, 
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emotional involvement, cognitive engagement and agentic engagement. The first three are 
reactive types of engagement, in which students react to teacher instruction to acquire new 
understanding and skills, while agentic engagement is a proactive approach to learning. In 
agentic engagement, students contribute to how instruction is conducted and ask questions or 
give their preferences for learning environments (Reeve & Lee, 2014, p. 529). It has been found 
that these various types of engagement are positively correlated to student achievement in a 
course. Upon the completion of the study, researchers found that “student motivation…facilitates 
student engagement” and “student engagement…facilitates student motivation” (Reeve & Lee, 
2014, p. 538). These motivational practices include effort, positive emotion, deeper thinking and 
contributions to class (Reeve & Lee, 2014, p. 536). Student motivation plays a crucial role in 
their performance in the classroom and teachers can have a significant influence over this 
motivation in their courses. 
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Curriculum 
Introduction 
The proposed curriculum incorporating blended learning is written for an intended sixty-
minute class period. The curriculum outlined below covers seven lesson topics and includes a lab 
at the end of the unit to assess student learning. The curriculum is written as follows: 
Lesson 1: Solids, Surface Area and Nets 
Lesson 2: Surface Area of Prisms 
Lesson 3: Surface Area of Cylinders 
Lesson 4: Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
Lesson 5: Volume of Prisms and Cylinders 
Lesson 6: Volume of Pyramids and Cones 
Lesson 7: Surface Area and Volume of Spheres 
Surface Area and Volume Lab 
The notes and homework assignments, including images, are adapted from Glencoe/McGRaw 
Hill’s Glencoe Geometry: Concepts and Applications and Geometry: Homework Practice 
Workbook. The answer key to each lesson and homework assignment is included in the 
Appendix. 
 The lessons incorporate two different models of blended learning--flipped classroom and 
station rotation model. For the flipped classroom lessons, students will be assigned a video 
lesson to watch for homework. Students are to watch the video and follow along with a guided 
note sheet provided to them. After, students are to come up with one question they have to bring 
to class the following day to help facilitate a discussion on the content. During the lesson 
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following the homework, the class will discuss what they learned and then either complete 
practice problems or work through an activity. The flipped classroom model will allow the 
students to spend more supported class time practicing and investing content, while also allowing 
the teacher to assist students as necessary. Video lessons are not included in this curriculum. It is 
recommended that teachers create their own videos using the provided notes as a guide. Video 
lessons can be recorded using Screencast-O-Matic and then uploaded to EdPuzzle. The use of 
EdPuzzle allows the students to watch the videos on an educational platform and allows the 
teacher to incorporate interactive questions throughout the course of the video to check for 
student understanding. 
 The station rotation model will take two sixty-minute class periods to complete. This will 
allow students adequate time to work through all stations without feeling rushed. Prior to each 
lesson, students are assigned a brief video for homework that will introduce them to the topic 
they will be exploring in class. Each lesson begins with a warm up question or activity to engage 
students in the material and activate prior knowledge. Then as a class, the teacher will lead 
students through the guided notes, while the teacher provides guided questions to make the 
discussion more student-centered. These notes should take 10-15 minutes. After, students will be 
split into three groups, which may be created by the teacher based on ability. Students will spend 
approximately 20 minutes at each station over the course of the two class periods. The stations 
could be any combination of the stations outlined below, but must incorporate some online 
learning content. 
1. Online Instruction: Students in this unit will complete question sets on Quizizz. Quizizz 
is an online platform in which teachers can create question sets and quizzes for students 
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to complete at their own pace. There is the capability to use provided teacher quizzes, to 
create your own quizzes or create a question set that combines the provided questions 
with questions the teacher has created. Teachers may create a classroom for their students 
and assign the question sets through that tool. Students can move through the questions at 
their own pace and are given immediate feedback on its correctness. At the end, the 
teacher can see individual student results, as well as feedback on how the class did 
overall. This allows the teacher to make adaptations for individuals and see what content 
the class may need to review. 
2. Collaborative Activities: Students will work through an investigative activity or engaging 
problems in their groups. This will allow students to delve deeper into the material and 
develop a better understanding of the content. These collaborative activities can include 
hands-on activities and projects. 
3. Small Group Instruction: In this station, the groups work with the teacher. Students may 
use this time to ask clarifying questions. Additionally, the group can review the previous 
night’s homework assignment or work through additional content related problems. The 
lowest level ability group will start at this station to set them up for success throughout 
the duration of the other stations. 
Students will work through every station over the two class days and then complete the 
homework assignment as a follow-up activity. 
 At the end of each lesson, students will answer Exit Ticket questions using Plickers as a 
closure activity. These questions will assess student understanding of the material covered during 
the lesson through a series of 2-4 questions. Plickers is a website and mobile application that 
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allows you to build a class and sets of questions. Teachers can print cards that each have a 
number and unique design. Each student can be assigned a number card and they can rotate the 
card to match up with a corresponding multiple choice answer. Teachers can stand at the front of 
the room and use a mobile device to scan the room and record student answers. This allows 
immediate feedback of how many students and which specific students got each question correct. 
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Lesson 1: Solids, Surface Area and Nets 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will be introduced to the concepts of solids and will begin their 
exploration of three-dimensional objects. Students will be introduced to all of the solids that they 
will explore more in depth throughout the unit. They will also learn about the concepts of lateral 
area and surface area. Lastly, we will explore how to construct nets of three-dimensional objects 
and discussed how they can be utilized to compute surface area. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; 
choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin 
in graphs and data displays. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.MG.A.1 
Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects. 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Distinguish between polyhedra and and non-polyhedra 
● Identify various three-dimensional solids 
● Explain the difference between lateral area and surface area 
● Construct nets for three-dimensional solids 
 
II. INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will engage in a discussion with a partner on what they know about three-
dimensional objects. Students will be asked to brainstorm what comes to mind when they 
think about three-dimensional objects in geometry, including vocabulary terms, formulas 
or examples of such objects. 
B. Lesson Body  
● As a class, we will work through the notes provided below to begin our unit on Solids, 
Surface Areas and Volumes. Throughout the lesson, provide students with guiding 
questions to lead the discussion and create a more student-led instruction. 
● Upon completion, students will complete an activity on Desmos. Each student will work 
with a partner to complete the activity. To complete the activity, students will go through 
multiple rounds in which they choose one of the 3D figures and take turns with their 
partners to try to guess the other person’s figure. They must use yes or no questions 
incorporating vocabulary we learned during the lesson to determine their partners’ shape. 
○ https://teacher.desmos.com/polygraph/custom/57bb635859b132c6074e7111 
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 25). 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
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● For their homework, students will be instructed to watch the video instruction on 
computing the surface area of prisms. Using our flipped classroom model, students are to 
fill out the notes sheet while watching the video. After students watch the video, they are 
to come up with a question they have and bring it to class. 
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Partner Activity on Desmos 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry                        Solids and Nets 
 
Solids and Nets 
 
Polyhedron – a solid that is bounded by ___________________, called faces that enclose a 
single region of space. 
 
 
Edge (of a polyhedron) – a _________________________ formed by the intersection of two 
faces. 
 
 
Vertex (of a polyhedron) – a point where ____________ or more edges meet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types of Solids 
 
 Polyhedra     Not Polyhedra 
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Prism – a polyhedron with two ____________________ faces, cased bases, that lie in parallel 
planes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cylinder – a solid with bases that are congruent ___________________ lying in parallel planes. 
 
 
 
 
 
Pyramid – a solid with a ___________________ base. The lateral faces intersect in a common 
point known as the vertex. The altitude is the segment from the vertex that is perpendicular to the 
base. 
 
 
Regular Pyramid – the base is a ______________________ polygon and the altitude 
has an endpoint at the _____________________ of the base. 
 
 
Slant Height – the height of each ________________________________. 
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Cone – has a _____________________ base and a vertex. The axis of the cone is the segment 
with endpoints at the vertex and the center of the base. 
 
 
Right Cone – if the axis is also the ________________________. 
 
 
Oblique Cone – if the axis is NOT the ________________________. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Great Circle - a circle that runs along the surface of that sphere so as to cut it into 
____________________________________.  The great circle therefore has both the same 
circumference and the same center as the sphere. It is the largest circle that can be drawn on a 
given sphere. 
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Surface Area and Nets 
 
Lateral Faces – (the other faces), are ________________________ formed by connecting the 
corresponding vertices of the bases. 
 
 
Lateral Edges – the ____________________ connecting the vertices of the lateral faces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lateral Area – sum of the area of the __________________________. 
 
 
Surface Area – sum of the lateral area and the area of the ____________________. In other 
words, the ___________________ of the surface of a three-dimensional object 
 
 
Net – a two-dimensional representation of a polyhedron. Imagine that you cut some of the edges 
of a polyhedron and unfold it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 3 
Find the surface area of a rectangular prism with height 2 centimeters, length 5 centimeters, and 
width 6 centimeters. 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework-Video Notes 
Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry               Surface Area of Prisms 
 
Surface Area of Prisms 
 
Lateral Area – sum of the area of the __________________________. 
 
If a prism has a lateral area of L square units, a height of h units, and each base has a 
perimeter of P units, then: 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area – sum of the lateral area and the area of the ____________________. 
 
If a prism has a surface area of S square units, a lateral area of L square units, and each 
base has an area of B square units, then: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
Find the lateral area and surface area of the prism. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
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Example 2 
Find the lateral area and surface area of the prism. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 3 
Find the surface area of the prism. Use a net if you would like. 
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Lesson 2: Surface Area of Prisms 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review computing the surface area of prisms, which they were 
introduced during last night’s homework. Additionally, students will learn how the lateral area of 
prisms is related to their surface area. After, students will complete a series of problems that 
allows them to explore and reason more using the surface area of prisms. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; 
choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin 
in graphs and data displays. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Compute the lateral area of prisms 
● Calculate the surface area of prisms with different bases 
 
II. INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will begin by completing the activity using the virtual manipulative at the link 
below. This will help review what the students learned during their homework last night, 
while also showing them the relationship between nets and solids and how that 
relationship can be used to compute surface area of prisms. 
○ http://www.learner.org/interactives/geometry/area_surface.html 
B. Lesson Body  
● We will begin class by doing a review of the questions students created during their 
homework last night. Students will work in a group of 3-4 and try to help answer each 
other’s questions. After their group discussion, each group will share with the class what 
they discussed and any questions they still have. 
● Students will complete practice questions on computing the lateral and surface area of 
prisms with a variety of bases with a partner. The teacher will walk around from group to 
group to check in and answer any questions students may have throughout the duration of 
class. 
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 32) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete practice questions involving lateral area and 
surface area of prisms. Additionally, students will be instructed to watch the video 
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instruction on computing the surface area of cylinders. Using our flipped classroom 
model, students are to fill out the notes sheet while watching the video. After students 
watch the video, they are to come up with a question they have and bring it to class. 
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Surface Area of Prisms Questions 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry                       Surface Area of Prisms 
 
 
Surface Area of Prisms 
 
1. What is the general formula for computing the surface area of a prism? Define all 
variables including in your equation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. A cardboard box measures 12 inches wide, 16 inches long and 8 inches tall. How much 
cardboard is used to make the box? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. It is your friend’s birthday and you bought them a book for their birthday. The cover of 
the book is 6" 𝑥 9" and the pages are 1.5" thick. How much wrapping paper do you need 
to wrap the gift? 
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4. For that same friend’s birthday, you decide to frost them a cake. The cake is rectangular 
and measures 7" x 11" 𝑥 2". How much frosting would you need to use to frost the cake? 
(Remember: You would not need to frost the bottom of the cake.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. A rectangular room is 12 feet by 21 feet. The walls are 8 feet tall. Paint is sold in one-
gallon containers. If a gallon of paint covers 450 square feet, how many gallons of paint 
should you buy to paint the walls of the room? 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework-Practice Questions and Video Notes 
Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry               Surface Area of Prisms-HW 
 
 
Find the lateral area and surface area of each prism. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.  
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry           Surface Area of Cylinders 
 
Surface Area of Cylinders 
 
Cylinder – a solid with bases that are congruent ___________________ lying in parallel planes. 
 
 
 
Surface Area of a Cylinder – If a cylinder has a surface area of S square units, a height of h 
units, and a base has a radius of r units, then: 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
Find the lateral area and surface area of the cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 
Find the lateral area and surface area of the cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 
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Lesson 3: Surface Area of Cylinders 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review computing the surface area of cylinders, which they 
were introduced during last night’s homework. Additionally, students will apply what they have 
previously learned about circles earlier this year when calculating the surface area. After, 
students will complete an activity that allows them to explore and delve deeper into the surface 
area of cylinders using cans of various sizes. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; 
choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin 
in graphs and data displays. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Relate the formula for the surface area of cylinders to the formula for the area of a circle 
● Calculate the surface area of cylinders of different dimensions 
 
II. INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will complete warm up questions at the start of class. These questions will help 
review the concepts from their previous unit on circles and will help to introduce our 
discussion on the surface area of cylinders. 
B. Lesson Body  
● Students will begin by completing the activity using the virtual manipulative at the link 
below. This will help review what the students learned during their homework last night, 
while also showing them the relationship between circles and the nets of cylinders and 
how this relationship can be used to compute the surface area of a cylinder. 
○ http://www.learner.org/interactives/geometry/area_surface2.html  
● We will begin class by doing a review of the questions students created during their 
homework last night. Students will work in a group of 3-4 and try to help answer each 
other’s questions. After their group discussion, each group will share with the class what 
they discussed and any questions they still have. 
● Students will then complete an activity in which they find the surface area of various 
sized cans and solve a problem using their calculations. 
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 40) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
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● For their homework, students will complete practice questions involving computing the 
surface area of cylinders. Additionally, students will be instructed to watch a video on 
computing the surface area of pyramids and cones to help them prepare for the following 
lesson. After watching the videos, students are to hypothesize the formulas for the surface 
area of pyramids. 
○ https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-volume-sa/basic-
geometry-surface-area/v/surface-area-word-problem-example 
○ https://edpuzzle.com/media/5978c8543b7523746f4c6ef5  
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Surface Area of Cylinders Activity 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry           Surface Area of Cylinders 
 
Warm Up: 
1. Which two expressions measure the same thing? Explain your reasoning. 
  𝜋𝑟  𝜋𝑟2  2𝜋𝑟 
 
 
 
2. Calculate the circumference and area of a ferris wheel with a diameter of 60 feet. 
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Name: ____________________       Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry             Surface Area of Cylinders 
 
Problem: 
It’s your parent’s birthday, but they’re stuck in bed sick! You decide that you want to bring them 
soup to make them feel better. To get into the birthday spirit, you grab two different types of 
soup and want to wrap them in wrapping paper. There’s one potential problem you may have. 
You only have 600 cm2 of wrapping paper available to use. Will you have enough to wrap both 
cans? 
 
In order to answer this question, what information do you need to know? How will you 
find it? (Use your warm-up to guide you.) 
 
Can 1: 
Using your ruler, find the surface area of your first soup can (using centimeters for your units). 
Draw diagrams below to show your can and label your measurements. Show all work for your 
calculations and round all values to the nearest hundredth. 
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Can 2: 
Using your ruler, find the surface area of your second soup can (using centimeters for your 
units). Draw diagrams below to show your can and label your measurements. Show all work for 
your calculations and round all values to the nearest hundredth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow Up Questions: 
1. Will you have enough wrapping paper to wrap both cans of soup? Explain your answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Write a formula for computing the surface area of any size cylinder. 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework-Practice Questions 
Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry               Surface Area of Cylinders-HW 
 
 
Find the lateral area and surface area of each cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.  
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Lesson 4: Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
*Note: The stations will take place over two class periods. 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review computing the surface area of pyramids and cones, 
which they were introduced during last night’s homework. Additionally, students will apply what 
they have previously learned about prisms and cylinders earlier this year when calculating the 
surface area of these new solids. After, students will complete a station rotation that will allow 
them to explore the concepts more in depth. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; 
choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin 
in graphs and data displays. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Relate the formula for the surface area of cylinders and prisms to the formula for the 
surface area of pyramids and cones 
● Calculate the surface area of pyramids with different bases 
● Compute the surface area of cones of various sizes 
 
II. INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will discuss the following questions with a partner: 
○ What is the relationship between a prism and a pyramid? What makes them 
different? 
○ What is the relationship between a cylinder and a cone? What is the difference? 
○ Find the surface area of a rectangular prism that is 4 in. tall, 16 in. wide and 48 in. 
deep. Be sure to include accurate units. 
B. Lesson Body  
● As a class, we will work through the notes provided below to discuss the surface area of 
pyramids and cones. Throughout the lesson, provide students with guiding questions to 
lead the discussion and create a more student-led instruction. 
● Station Rotation: 
○ Small Group Instruction: Students will work with me to review their homework 
from the previous night. After, we will explore more problems involving 
computing the surface area of pyramids and cones. 
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○ Collaborative Activity: Students will work in their groups to complete the 
investigation on the surface area of pyramids and cones (provided below). 
○ Online: Students will complete questions on Quizizz. Once finished, they will 
review the questions they missed. 
■ https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5de42b3ea6f54d001e17b223  
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 51) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete practice questions involving surface area of 
pyramids and cones. Additionally, students will be instructed to watch a video on 
computing the volume of prisms and cylinders to help prepare them for the next lesson.  
○ https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-volume-sa/volume-rect-
prism/v/measuring-volume-as-area-times-length  
○ https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-volume-sa/volume-
cones/v/cylinder-volume-and-surface-area (Stop at 3:25) 
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Investigation on Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
● Group work and discussions with teacher during stations 
● Quizizz Results 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry    Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
 
Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
 
Pyramid – a solid with a ___________________ base 
 
 
 
Slant Height – the height of each ________________________________. 
 
 
Lateral Area of a Pyramid – where l is the slant height and P is the perimeter of the base: 
 
 
 
Surface Area of a Pyramid – where l is the slant height, P is the perimeter of the base and B is 
the area of the base: 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
For the regular square pyramid above, find the lateral area and surface area if the length of a side 
of the base is 12 cm and the height is 8 cm. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
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Cone – has a _____________________ base and a vertex. The axis of the cone is the segment 
with endpoints at the vertex and the center of the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area of Cone – where r is the radius and l is the slant height: 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 
For the right cone above, find lateral area and the surface area if the radius is 6 cm and the height 
is 8 cm. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 3 
Find the lateral area and surface area for the given regular pyramid. 
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Example 4 
Find the lateral area and surface area for the given cone. Round to the nearest tenth, if necessary. 
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Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry     Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
 
 
Investigation on the Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones 
 
 
1. Cut out the pyramid and cone nets provided to you. 
2. Describe in words, how you can find the surface area of the pyramid using the net. 
 
 
 
 
3. Using the ruler, measure the necessary parts of the net to find the area of each face of the 
net. Record the measurements below in centimeters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Fold the net into a pyramid. Think about how the measurements found above and the 
pieces of your net are related to the three-dimensional shape in front of you. Using what 
you know, write a formula for calculating the surface area of the pyramid. 
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5. Now look at the net of a cone. How is this shape related to a pyramid? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Describe how you might find the surface area of the cone using the net. Then, try to 
hypothesize a general formula you can use to compute the surface area of a cone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow Up Questions: 
1. Explain the difference between a pyramid and a triangular prism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How would the formula for the surface area of a pyramid change if the base was a 
different shape? 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework-Practice Questions 
Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry        Surface Area of Pyramids and Cones-HW 
 
Find the lateral area and surface area of each regular pyramids. Round to the nearest tenth if 
necessary. 
 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.      
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Find the lateral area and surface area of each cone. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
 
5.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.  
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Lesson 5: Volume of Prisms and Cylinders 
**Note: The stations will take place over two class periods. 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review the concept of volume and how to compute the volume 
of prisms and cylinders which they were introduced during last night’s homework. Additionally, 
students will apply what they have previously learned about surface area and extend that to 
calculate volume. After, students will complete a station rotation that will allow them to explore 
the concepts more in depth. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.1 
Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, area of a circle, 
volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cone. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.3 
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve problems. 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Explain the difference between surface area and volume 
● Compute the volume of prisms with different bases 
● Calculate the volume of cylinders 
 
II. INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will begin by completing two activities using the virtual manipulative at the 
links below. This will help review what the students learned during their homework last 
night, while also reviewing the concept of volume. 
○ http://www.learner.org/interactives/geometry/area_volume.html  
○ http://www.learner.org/interactives/geometry/area_volume2.html  
B. Lesson Body  
● As a class, we will work through the notes provided below to discuss the concept of 
volume and how to calculate the volume of prisms and cylinders. Throughout the lesson, 
provide students with guiding questions to lead the discussion and create a more student-
led instruction. 
● Station Rotation: 
○ Online: Students will complete questions on Quizizz. Once finished, they will 
review the questions they missed. 
■ https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5de42c27404fb7001c764ae9   
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○ Collaborative Activity 1: In their groups, students will complete an activity from 
NCTM’s Illuminations that explores the volume of prisms. 
■ Popcorn Prisms Anyone? 
○ Collaborative Activity: In their groups, students will complete an activity from 
NCTM’s Illuminations that explores the volume of cylinders.  
■ Popcorn Cylinders Anyone? 
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 59) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete three practice questions involving lateral area 
and surface area of prisms. Additionally, students will be instructed to watch the video 
instruction on computing the surface area of cylinders. Using our flipped classroom 
model, students are to fill out the notes sheet while watching the video. After students 
watch the video, they are to come up with a question they have and bring it to class.  
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Investigation on Volume of Prisms Activity Questions 
● Investigation on Volume of Cylinders Activity Questions 
● Quizizz Results 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry           Volume of Prisms and Cylinders 
 
Volume of Prisms and Cylinders 
 
Volume – the amount of space that a _______________________________ figure encloses. 
Measured in units such as cubic feet, cubic yards or cubic meters. 
 
 
 
 
Volume of a Prism: where B is the area of the base and h is the height: 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
Find the volume of the prism. 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 
Find the volume of the prism if the area of each base is 6.3 square feet. 
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Example 3 
Find the volume of the prism. 
 
 
 
 
Example 4 
Find the volume of the prism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume of a Cylinder: where r is the radius and h is the height. 
 
 
 
 
Example 5 
Find the volume of the cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 
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Example 6 
Find the volume of the oblique cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
Example 7 
Find the volume of the cylinder.  Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
Example 8 
Find the volume of the prism. 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 9 
Find the volume of the cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework-Practice Questions and Video Notes 
Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry               Volume of Prisms and Cylinders-HW 
 
Find the volume of each prism or cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.      
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry            Volume of Pyramids and Cones 
 
Volume of Pyramids and Cones 
 
Volume of a Pyramid: where B is the area of the base and h is the height: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
Find the volume of the pyramid. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 
Find the volume of the pyramid. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
Example 3 
Find the volume of the pyramid. Round to the nearest tenth. 
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Volume of a Cone : where r is the radius and h is the height: 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 4 
Find the volume of the cone. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 5 
Find the volume of the cone. Round to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 6 
Find the volume of the cone. Round to the nearest tenth. 
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Lesson 6: Volume of Pyramids and Cones 
I.PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A.Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review computing the volume of pyramids and cones, which 
they took notes on during last night’s homework. Students will discuss what they have learned 
and discuss questions they wanted to explore. After, the class will work on an investigation that 
shows them the relationship between prisms and pyramids of similar size, as well as the 
relationship between cylinders and cones of similar size. 
B.Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.1 
Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, area of a circle, 
volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cone. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.3 
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve problems. 
C.Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Calculate the volume of prisms 
● Compute the volume of cones 
● Solve real-world applications involving volume 
 
II.INSTRUCTION  
A.Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will discuss the following question with a partner: 
○ Survey Question: You are about to purchase popcorn at a movie theater. Would 
you rather buy a cone shaped bag that is 10 inches tall with a 10 inch diameter for 
$2 or a cylinder shaped bucket that is 10 inches tall with a 10 inch diameter for 
$7? 
B. Lesson Body  
● We will begin class by doing a review of the questions students created during their 
homework last night. Students will work in a group of 3-4 and try to help answer each 
other’s questions. After their group discussion, each group will share with the class what 
they discussed and any questions they still have. 
● Students will split into group and be given four fillable solids to work with. One prism 
and one pyramid with the same size base and height and one cylinder and cone with the 
same size base and height. Students will also be given rice to fill the solids. Using this, 
students will discover how the volume formulas are related to one another. 
       C.   Closure 
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● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 67) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete practice questions involving the volume of 
pyramids and cones. Additionally, students will be instructed to watch a video on 
computing the volume of a sphere, which will introduce students to our next lesson. 
○ https://www.khanacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geo-volume-sa/volume-
cones/v/volume-of-a-sphere  
 
III.ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Investigation on Volumes of Pyramids and Cones 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry            Volumes of Pyramids and Cones 
 
 
Volumes of Pyramids and Cones 
 
Volume of Pyramids: 
Before you begin your investigation, answer the following questions: 
 
1. What is the formula for the volume of a prism? Define each variable. 
 
 
 
2. What is the difference between a pyramid and a prism? 
 
 
 
 
3. Make a prediction on how the volume of a pyramid is related to the volume of a prism 
with the same base. 
 
 
 
 
Investigation Steps: 
1. Set your cone and cylinder aside and focus on your pyramid and prism first. 
2. Fill your pyramid with the rice. Once it is full, pour the contents of the pyramid into your 
prism.  
3. Repeat step 2 until your prism is full. Be sure to record each time that you pour the 
pyramid into the prism. 
 
 
How many times were your able to pour the pyramid’s contents into your prism? 
 
How does this related to the formula for the volume of a pyramid? Explain your answer using 
what you know about the volume of a prism. 
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Volume of Cones: 
1. What is the formula for the volume of a cylinder? Define each variable. 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What is the difference between a cone and a cylinder? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Make a prediction on how the volume of a cone is related to the volume of a cylinder 
with the same base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investigation Steps: 
1. Focus on the cylinder and cone this time. 
2. Fill your cone with the rice. Once it is full, pour the contents of the cone into your 
cylinder.  
3. Repeat step 2 until your cylinder is full. Be sure to record each time that you pour the 
cone into the cylinder. 
 
 
How many times were your able to pour the cone’s contents into your cylinder? 
 
 
 
 
How does this related to the formula for the volume of a cone? Explain your answer using what 
you know about the volume of a cylinder. 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework 
Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry                Volume of Pyramids and Cones-HW 
 
Find the volume of each pyramid or cone. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary. 
 
1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.      
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5.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.  
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Lesson 7: Surface Area and Volumes of Spheres 
*Note: The stations will take place over two class periods. 
I.PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A.Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will discuss calculating the surface area and volume of spheres, 
which they were introduced during last night’s homework. Additionally, students will make 
connections about what they have previously learned about circles earlier this year and the 
formulas for calculating the surface area and volume. They will apply their knowledge of spheres 
to formulate equations for calculating the surface area and volume of hemispheres.  
B.Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.SSE.B.3 
Choose and produce an equivalent form of an expression to reveal and explain properties of the 
quantity represented by the expression.* 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.1 
Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, area of a circle, 
volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cone. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSG.GMD.A.3 
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve problems. 
C.Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Calculate the surface area and volume of spheres 
● Apply these formulas to solids similar to spheres (i.e. hemispheres) 
● Understand the relationship between the area formula of a circle and the formulas for 
spheres 
 
II.INSTRUCTION  
A.Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● What is the difference between surface area and volume? 
● Find the area of a circle with a radius of 3 meters.   
B.Lesson Body  
● As a class, we will work through the notes provided below to discuss the computing the 
surface area and volume of spheres, and how to use those to derive the formulas for that 
of a hemisphere. Throughout the lesson, provide students with guiding questions to lead 
the discussion and create a more student-led instruction. 
● Station Rotation: 
○ Small Group Instruction: Students will work with me to review their homework 
from the previous night. After, we will explore more problems involving 
computing the surface area and volume of spheres and hemispheres. 
○ Collaborative Activity: Students will work in their groups to complete the 
investigation on the surface area of spheres. After completing the activity, 
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students will complete an investigation on calculating the volume of spheres using 
a virtual manipulative on Geogebra. 
■ https://www.geogebra.org/m/BFqg2xnk 
○ Online: Students will complete questions on Quizizz. Once finished, they will 
review the questions they missed. 
■ https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5ddef69ba52559001b691477  
       C.   Closure 
● Students will complete an Exit Ticket using our class set on Plickers (see Exit Ticket 
Questions at the end of lesson- p. 76) 
       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete practice questions involving surface area and 
volume of spheres. 
 
III.ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Group discussions throughout the lesson 
● Investigation on Spheres worksheet 
● Group work and discussions with teacher during stations 
● Quizizz Results 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________     Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry     Surface Area and Volume of Sphere 
 
Surface Area and Volume of a Sphere 
 
Great Circle - a circle that runs along the surface of that sphere so as to cut it into 
____________________________________.  The great circle therefore has both the same 
circumference and the same center as the sphere. It is the largest circle that can be drawn on a 
given sphere. 
 
 
 
Surface Area of a Sphere – where r is the radius: 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 1 
Find the surface area to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
Example 2 
Find the surface area to the nearest tenth. 
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Volume of a Sphere – where r is the radius: 
 
 
 
 
Example 3 
Find the volume of the sphere to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
Example 4 
Find the volume of the sphere to the nearest tenth. 
 
 
 
 
 
Practice Problems 
Find the surface area and volume of the figure to the nearest tenth. 
 
1)        2) 
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Name: ____________________                                                                 Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry                                                                           Investigation on Spheres 
 
Surface Area and Volume of Spheres 
Today we are going to look at where the formula for the surface area of a sphere comes from. 
For this activity, you will each need one orange and a blank sheet of paper.  
Before you begin the activity, answer the following questions: 
1.      How do we define area? In other words, when you are calculating the area, what are we 
really looking at? (Drawing a picture may help you explain.) 
  
  
  
2.      What is the formula for the area of a circle? 
  
Now it is time to begin the activity, please follow each step in the order it is given below. 
  
Step 1: On your blank piece of paper, draw circles around your orange. Draw as many circles as 
you can fit on the page. 
  
How does the radius of the circle you drew relate to the orange? 
Step 2: Peel your orange. 
Step 3: Arrange the peel to fill the circles on your page. Try to fill circles with no gaps or 
overlaps of your peels. Be sure to fill each circle before moving on to fill another one.  
How many circles were you able to fill? 
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Follow Up Questions: 
1.      How is the surface area of a sphere related to the orange peel? 
  
 
2.      Using your ruler, measure the diameter of one of your circles. Use this information to 
calculate the area of each circle (round to the nearest hundredth). 
  
  
  
3.      What is the area of all of your circles together? 
  
  
  
4.      What general formula could you generate to use to calculate the surface area of spheres? 
  
  
 
In your groups, please go to the following website and complete the investigation on the volume 
of spheres: https://www.geogebra.org/m/BFqg2xnk. 
  
Watch the entire animation first and then complete the investigation questions displayed on the 
page. You may answer the questions on a separate sheet of paper with your group. 
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Exit Ticket Questions: Plickers 
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Homework 
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Lesson 8: Surface Area and Volume Lab 
I. PLANNING AND PREPARATION 
A. Central Focus 
Central Focus 
Through this lesson, students will review what they have learned about calculating the surface 
area and volume of three-dimensional objects. They will apply this learning to calculate the 
surface area and volume of solids that they interact with in their daily lives, including boxes, 
balls, cones, etc. This helps reinforce the content, while also showing students examples in which 
these objects are in their real lives. 
B. Specific NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; 
choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin 
in graphs and data displays. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.1 
Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptive modeling. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.Q.A.3 
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on measurement when reporting quantities. 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.HSN.GMD.A.3 
Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones and spheres to solve problems. 
C. Lesson Objectives  
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to 
● Calculate the surface area of solids used in real life 
● Compute the volume of everyday solids 
 
II.  INSTRUCTION  
A. Introduction/Anticipatory Set/Motivation or Hook  
● Students will complete a warm up using the class set of Plickers.  
B. Lesson Body  
● Students will work with a partner to compute the surface area and volume of an array of 
items they use in their daily lives. They will have the opportunity to choose four of the 
objects provided to them (many of which students have brought in), including sports ball, 
tissue boxes, books, foam solids, etc. Students will be instructed to choose four objects 
that are different types of solids to allow them to practice each of the different formulas 
we’ve explored. They will also practice being precise in their measurements and units 
throughout the activity. 
● The final question is an application question that uses a combination of the solids we’ve 
discussed in class. It is adapted from the NYS Geometry Regents from June 2015. The 
question has been modified to fit the curriculum of our Non-Regents course. 
       C.   Closure 
● Students will discuss the application problem at the end of the lab activity. We will go 
over any questions they may have about calculating the surface area and volume of 
solids. 
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       D.   Follow-up Activities 
● For their homework, students will complete review questions to prepare them for their 
assessment in class. This will review how to calculate the lateral area, surface area and 
volume of each of the solids we’ve discussed in class. 
 
III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING PLAN 
● Surface Area and Volume Lab 
● Exit Ticket 
● Homework Questions 
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Name: ____________________      Date: _____________ 
Non-Regents Geometry                       Surface Area and Volume Lab 
 
Directions: Choose four of the objects provided and find the surface area and volume of each. 
Each of your four objects must be a different type of solid that we have discussed in class. Please 
use centimeters as your units.  Round all measures to the nearest hundredth. 
 
 
OBJECT 1 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
 
 
 
 
OBJECT 2 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
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OBJECT 3 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
 
 
 
 
 
OBJECT 4 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
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OBJECT 5 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
 
 
 
 
 
OBJECT 6 - ________________________________ 
 
Key Measurements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Area: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volume: 
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Application Problem: 
 
The water tower in the picture below is modeled by the two-dimensional figure beside it. The 
water tower is composed of a hemisphere, a cylinder, and a cone. Let C be the center of the 
hemisphere and let D be the center of the base of the cone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If 𝐹𝐷 = 8.5 feet, 𝐵𝐹 = 25 feet and 𝐸𝐷 = 9.1 feet, find the surface area and volume of the water 
tower to the nearest hundredth. Be sure to include units in your answers. 
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Validity 
This curriculum was evaluated by a tenured mathematics teacher who had previously taught the 
Non-Regents Geometry course. The feedback can be used to improve the implementation of this 
unit. His feedback is paraphrased below: 
 Lesson 1: The use of exemplar solids may help students to visualize each of the solids as 
you introduce them. The GeoModel shapes would be good examples to incorporate, 
especially since they include the nets of each solid. Students should enjoy the Desmos 
activity, but may struggle to use vocabulary terms throughout the activity. 
 Lesson 2: For the flipped classroom lessons, what will you do if students come to class 
unprepared? It would be beneficial to come up with some alternative ideas for students 
who need to complete their instructional video after coming to class. I like that students 
have to come with a question to class; I think it will help start a discussion on what they 
learned or didn’t understand. 
 Lesson 4: Students should really enjoy the stations that are outlined! It is a good 
opportunity to have students practice independence and will allow the teacher to meet in 
smaller groups to get a better sense of student understanding. Many students may use this 
time to ask questions they may be afraid to ask in front of the entire class. The Quizizz 
website is a great resource to implement to help students practice without the time 
constraints of Kahoot. 
 Lesson 5: I think students will find the activities interesting and should be able to work 
through them independently. It might be helpful to still incorporate the small group 
instruction into the lesson in some way to be sure all students are grasping the concept. 
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You could have one of the activities be completed with you in a group or you could assist 
the lower level students throughout both activities while still circulating the room from 
time to time. 
 Lesson 6: The investigation is a perfect hands-on way to show students how the volumes 
of different solids are related. You may consider having students take the notes on 
volumes of pyramids and cones after this lesson to allow them the opportunity to discover 
the formula before they learn it. 
 Lesson 7: The activity on surface area of spheres is a great way to visualize the formula 
for students! I think they will enjoy seeing where the formula stems from.  
Overall, the teacher believed this curriculum aligned well with the concepts and standards 
associated with solids. Students will have experiences exploring and investigating the content, 
rather than solely being taught the formulas to compute surface area and volume. Students will 
have many opportunities to practice with objects that occur in their daily lives and can work on 
activities that are engaging. 
 Upon reflection of the feedback given, there would be some pieces of the curriculum that 
I would modify. For example, I would assign the Volumes of Pyramids and Cones flipped notes 
to be homework after lesson 6 to allow students the opportunity to make an educated guess about 
the formulas for volumes and cones, and then allow them to test their theories through the 
activity. This would allow students to be more engaged and thoughtful throughout the 
investigation. Additionally, I would create a modified plan that could be implemented for 
students who come in unprepared. These students would be allowed to watch the homework 
video and take notes when they come in for class and then resume the activities and 
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investigations associated with the lesson after they have completed the notes. I would also 
incorporate the GeoModel shapes that the colleague had mentioned throughout the unit to help 
students visualize the solids, but especially use them throughout the duration of lesson 1 to show 
students each type of solid and its net. 
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Conclusion 
 The curriculum project is intended to help educators implement blended learning models 
into a geometry course on solids. Educators are encouraged to utilize and adjust the curriculum 
as they see fit to ensure the needs of their students are met. The variation of activities and 
blended learning models is meant to give students opportunity to spend more time in their 
mathematics classrooms making discoveries and investigating content, as opposed to rote 
memorization of formulas and procedures. 
 While incorporating both station rotation and flipped classroom models requires more 
time for teachers to prepare the materials and set up a seamless transition from traditional 
teaching methods, it will allow students more time to engage with the content. These lessons 
incorporate activities and tasks that appeal to all learning styles, including many inquiry-based 
and hands-on components. Throughout the curriculum, students develop a deeper understanding 
of the material and can see the connections between solids and the material they have previously 
learned. Additionally, these activities show students various applications in which the content is 
relevant in their daily lives. The tasks and assignments designed are meaningful and require 
students to utilize their problem solving capabilities and work in a variety of group settings. The 
curriculum is intended to challenge students to become stronger problem solvers and develop 
more advanced mathematical reasoning skills. The hope of this is curriculum is to encourage 
teachers to implement more blended learning practices into their curriculum for any course. 
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